Important






The vanity must not be exposed to excessive moisture e.g. directly beside a bath or open
shower. The materials used in the manufacture of Abby Bath vanities are water resistant NOT
WATER‐PROOF. If the installation is likely to encounter excessive moisture please consult your
merchant for further advice.
The warranty does not cover any costs associated with labour.
Do not expose the vanity to solvents. Only use cleaning agents recommended for acrylics.
Hire a professional contractor for installation.

Tools and Materials
Drill and drill bits
Lag Bolts (supplied)

Level
Screwdriver

Tape Measure
Pencil

Caulking gun
Silicone Sealant

Cleaning materials

Wall Hung Vanity Installation
Important
Wall hung vanities MUST be installed into solid wood studs. Additional studs or nogs must be
strategically located in the wall for proper installation. Failure to provide adequate support will void
warranty.
1. Inspect that the unit is correct and undamaged. Please retain a copy of these instructions for
reference purposes and warranty information.
2. Check all walls are plumb and straight
‐

Cabinets installed on walls bowed in either the horizontal or vertical plane, may cause
alignment and/or squareness issues, resulting in hardware malfunctioning.

3. Determine the height that vanity will be mounted at. This will depend on the required working
height of vanity top surface and clearance requirements between tap ware and any mirrors
above the vanity.
4. Place the cabinet into the proposed position (rest the cabinet on firm supports). Mark the
positions of any plumbing outlets. Access to the cabinet can be made easily by the removal of
the shelf, doors and/or drawers. Refer to “Removal & Alignment” section. When removing the
fronts and shelves, ensure their positions are marked as they may not be interchangeable.
5. Reposition the cabinet back onto the supports. With a level check that the cabinet is leveled.

6. Using the 4 lag bolts provided, secure bolts through the plywood vanity back into studs. If no
solid wood studs are available, build a back support for proper vanity installation.
7. Once the cabinet is in position the vanity top can be installed. Please refer to the Vanity Top
installation section.

Vanity Top Installation
1. Clean the perimeter of the vanity and the underside of the top ensuring they are free of all
debris.
2. Apply a small bead of neutral cure silicone (not supplied) to the four corners of the cabinet.
3. Place the vanity top into position

Removal and Alignment of Drawers
Removal
1. Make sure vanity is on flat surface and supported.
2. Pull the drawer towards you and lift up at 30‐degree angle. For video guideline, please go to

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W19EbOQ9do0
Alignment
1. Fully extend both sides.
2. Place drawer directly on the slides ensuring the slides are completely covered.
3. Close the drawer shut completely. (check the drawer has correctly engaged)
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